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CHAKAN is terribly slow and once; 
you have mastered his spinning 
sword attacks and a few 
special moves, it’s just . 
more of the same < 
level after level. 

TAILSPIN on the MEGA DRIVE 
f by TONY HENDERSON 

BALOO Bear and Kit take to the C skies to do battle with Shere 
Khan and his air pirates. 

A fat contract to carry a 
city’s cargo is up for grabs, 
and the tasty tiger is all that 
stands in your way. This may 
be a strange setting in which 
to find our Jungle Book pals, 
but never mind about that. 

***" ! You are Baloo and you have 
to collect ten cargo boxes in 
each of nine levels to win. 
Easy? Not quite! 

£ Some of these crates are in 
the most difficult of places to 

reach — underwater, on top of 
/ buildings or guarded by Shere 

Khan’s men. Once you have 
. collected ten cargo boxes it’s off to 

the customs office where you have to beat a heavily I armed nasty to finish the level. Then it’s into your plane 
and off to the next level. Here you meet Karnage and his 
air pirates. They try to nick your goodies but Kit has a 
gun to protect you. There is a two player option, so you 
and a friend can control Kit and Baloo at the same time. 

Gameplay is a bit slow and graphics are more suited to 
the Master System. By AGES, £34.99 
SCORE DUDE SAYS: Reasonably easy and good fun for 

younger players. 
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CHAKAN, MEGA DRIVE 
g I BATTLED Death with spell and steel ... and won. So says Chakan, the ward¬ 
s' looking dude with two swords. It’s a claim not too many people can make — but it 

hasn’t done Chazza much good. Now he is doomed to “wander in agony until all the 
beasts of darkness have been destroyed.” 

Chakan must slice, spin and chop his way through eight main levels, each 
divided into three. But this game just doesn’t have enough life. No-one likes 
to see a tormented soul in distress but if Chazza is relying on the Mega 

Guide crew to get him out of his fix, he’ll be wandering in agony for a 
long time yet. _ _ 

By Sega, £39.99. , 

CHAKAN 
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BALOO MOST baddies are simple 
enough to deal with 
but end of level 

out a few head- 
aches.Luckily.^Hg 
Chakan has some 
nifty tricks up his 
sleeve. The master 
of alchemy can 
electrify his sword, \jgggi 
shield himself from 
attack, hurl bombs 
and so on. 
Best of these dodges is j 

when Chazza becomes 
invisible. It’s a right * 
laugh watching his 
swords spin by them- ff 
selves. It's the only fun 
vnu'll net nut nf thic namel 

Load of twaddle. Chakan 
needs a good chinning. 

CRACKING BORE f fun. 
mm 

fort ■> and Shere 
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(Nintendo) Street’s of Rage 2 holds the top spot for the second week 
running, with Road Rash and Ecco hot on its heels, here’s 
the full run down: 

1 STREETS OF RACE 2 (MEGA DRIVE) 
2 ROAD RASH 2 (MEGA DRIVE) 
3 ECCO THE DOLPHIN (MEGA DRIVE) 
4 SUPER MARIO KART (SUPER NES) 
5 SONIC 2 (MEGA DRIVE) 
6 SONIC 2 (MASTER SYSTEM) 
7 SUPER MARIO LAND 2 (GAME BOY) 
8 STRIDER 2 (MEGA DRIVE) 
9 SONIC 2 (GAME GEAR) 

IO MICKEY AND DONALD (MEGA DRIVE) 

By KIRK RUTTER 
THE second Dragon’s Lair game ended when Dirk the 
Daring butchered the evil Mordroc and saved his 
sweatheart Daphne. Their domestic bliss is once again 
shattered, this time by Mordroc’s twisted sister 
Mordread. She has kidnapped Daphne and you must 
help Dirk rescue her before she is thrown into The 
Vortex Of Time and lost forever. What we have is a 
cartoon on disk, you watch the action and at key 
moments use the joystick to make choices, left, right, 
etc. There is no gameplay 
as such, just trial and error. 
Graphics and sound are I M 
fab but play is very weak. I . ** l jgij/ 
Fun while it lasts but ■ / 
there's less than 3 minutes Iff •>'' 
of animation. Once you’ve ImKL. 
been through you won’t BHF V& : 
want to go back. If 6 
Fans of the Drgaon’s Lair 

arcade game will like it but H” 
nobody else need bother. 
ByREADYSOFT, £24.99. 
SCORE DUDE SAYS: No > -v>' 
lastability, not worth £24.99. ■MMBlBjMlBttEEHi 

By STEVE READ 
Sun System Editor | 

THERE’S something fishy/®Mry^^^^^B 
going on. I was doing fairly^^Hj 
well on Ecco, I went to the^^Hk -W 
canteen for a coffee andJv 
came back to find I’d beerfWm (fqsM! 
switched off and have to f” 
start again. 1 .. _ \ J 

I can’t prove it ... but I wt M 
have a strong suspicion j 
that The Cheat was lurking I -0j&Wk 
around at the time. I , 1 

Anyway, to the mailbag 
... and Lee Murphy of 
Cwmbran, Gwent, writes: “1 know you’ll 
thrash everybody in the Ecco race. The Cheat is the 
Mega Guide’s true No-Hoper because he never thinks 
them up for himself.” 

Dexter Whittington, of Gravesend, Kent, has sent 
me a great list of tips which I’ll use once I get going 
again. He's included all the passwords, and I’m 
prepared to reveal the first three today: The Vents is 
NCJBLFBQ, The Lagoon is AADFLFBZ and Ridge 
Water is LUPMLFBX. More next week. 

Joe Montgomery lives in Southwark, south East 
London, and he’s going to get a visit from The Boys 
after writing: “Dear Steve (Bald Geezer), if you don’t 
have a go at Shadow Of The Beast on the Sega 
you’re a yellow chicken. Super Mario World is for 
nerds!” 

That’s your lot for this week. Next week I’ll have 
more space because I’ve told The Cheat about a 
good place to go train spotting. 

Did you know his first name is Oswald? Honest! 

Rome alone 

By BEN HOOPER 
ROME wasn’t built in a day and 
it will take you a lot longer to 
conquer AD 92. 
You are a slave called Hector 

heading for the very top - to 
become Emperor. 

Hector must take up six 
challenges, dabbling in slave¬ 
trading, gladiator fighting and 
even cheating at dice! 

I The original game design 
|l works well and icons make it 
& easy to operate. Humour is 

straight out of an Asterix comic, 
with a touch of Monkey Island 2. 
Take the two consuls of Rome 

— Seganus Megadrivus and 
Nintendus Gameboiis! 

Though the sonics aren’t 
brilliant, they do the job. 
Graphics are detailed with lots 
of digitised photos. The only 
flaw is Hector’s animation, 
which is sad! But it is certainly 
worth a go, or as the Romans 
would say, Caesar the day! 

By Millennium, £25.99 

^ \ HI fans! It's not fair, I've finished 
\ Ecco already (it only took me 
/ 37minutes and 17 seconds) but 

, J the editor won't let me claim a 
\ / / prize ’cos he says I'm a cheat. I 

suppose he's right. 
Anyway, I've got loads of codes and 

cheats for the spectacular dolphin game that I will be 
printing as soon as the race is over. 
Meanwhile, check this lot out: 

AFTER BURNER: PAUSE the game and type TOGETHER 
IN ELECTRIC DREAMS. Once you have typed in the S of 
ELECTRIC DREAMS you should hear a digitised voice 
say WOW. Now press G for more missiles/ T for less 
missiles/ N for extra lives - R.Wong, Clwyd, N.Wales. 

ROAD RASH: Here’s a handy way to finish first every 
time. Come fifth in the first race. You will get a 
password that has 50000 written in it, change this to 
11111 and be first every time - Gary Jerome, Hampshire. 

KILL, KILL, KILL! Mega Guide monster Killer David has dived into 
the lead as our reviewers swim for victory in the Dolphin Stakes. 
We have put a team together to race alongside the rest of the 

land. But don't worry, folks, our crew can't win the prizes! 
Killer David has plunged ahead reaching level FOURTEEN - and 

he has only smashed up FOUR Mega Drives in the process. 
No-one knows the real identity of this fierce nine year old. All we 

know is he's keen and mean, mean, mean! 
Mega Guide reviewer Anthony Griffith is also racing but he's 

only reached level THREE. The secret of his failure is simple - 
he's just NO GOOD!!! 
But fear not, the No-Hoper is living up to his reputation and 

doing EVEN WORSE! Our shiny-domed pal is still on level TWO!! 

MORE than 2,000 game fans have joined the 
great Dolphin Stakes race, making it the 
biggest computer contest ever! 
We've had sackfuls of cards from all over 

Britain and everybody wants to take part. 
We challenged joypad bashers across the 

land to see who could be first to finish Mega 
Drive splash hit Ecco The Dolphin. 
There's £1,000 worth of games for the winner 

and a bundle of goodies for 26 runners-up. 
Our 2,137 registered racers are battling 

through 25 tough levels of undersea action . . 
. and the passwords are coming through thick 
and fast. 
We asked you for the final message that 

appears at the end of the game. 
Some racers boast they have already finished 

and we're checking out their claims. 
Trouble is, we haven't got to the end 

ourselves yet! You're just too FLIPPIN' good! 
We'll be announcing a winner next week. So 

remember to FLIP to your Mega Guide!! 

ROBOCOP: On the hi-score table type BAMBOOZULEM 
and press HELP for infinite energy-Kwadwo Aggemang, 
London. 
JAMES POND: Type in JUNKYARD and press ENTER so 
you can’t be hurt - Kwadwo Aggemang, London. 

NINTENDO 
the duffings they so richly deserve. 
This time around you can choose 

from all three characters, and best 
of all there’s a two player mode for 
double trouble. 
If that’s not enough, you can even 

beat up your pal and knock him out 
of the game when he gets on your 
nerves. 
This one is red hot so more news 

very soon. 

RECKON you’re a bit tasty when It 
comes to dishing out some 
trouble? Get set for some big time 
bother with Final Fight 2! 
The sequel to one of the most 

popular SNES games ever is on its 
way - with everything you wanted 
from the original and more besides. 
The town is in trouble from street 

gangs yet again and the only way 
to sort out the thugs is to dish out 

David...fierce 
THE MEAN TEAM are just a 
bottlenose behind Killer David. 
Katie Chivrall, 12, and brother 
Chris, 14, have leapt to level 
THIRTEEN. Our plucky pair are 
determined they will be romping 
home first after the final level. 
Mega Guide dolphin expert 

Andrea Hopkins is on level 
FOUR, ahead of Anthony and 
the No-Hoper. 
Asked about her race strategy, 

Andrea, 19, told us: "Dolphins 
are very cute and very friendly." 

ISOLATED WARRIOR: To got to scene 02 use the code 
1227. To get to scene 03 use the code 0501 - Simon and 
Sam Wild, Newton Aycliffe, Co. Durham. 

GRADiUS 3: When on the title screen press and hold 
LEFT and press A three times and then start the game. 

You should now have 30 lives - Marc Downs, Oldham, 
Lancs. .. 

Katie... determined Chris... mean 
WWF SUPERSTARS: Press SELECT and B at the same 
time to throw your opponent out of the ring - Chris 
Baker, Warley, West Midlands. 

DRAGONS 
LAIR III (THE 

CURSE OF 
MORDREAD) 

AMIGA 

Write to Mega Guide, The Sun, 1 Virginia Street, London El 9XP. 

STAR WARS. SUPER NINTENDO 

In the finale Luke must fly the X- 

down an air shaft. This is just like 
the film, in plot and gameplay. 
The only fault I could find is that Leia you must get through 14 

superjump while 
pumping laser 
beams into alien 
weirdos. All the char- 

Street Fighter Alert: Week Three 
AMAZING but true - we re just weeks away from the 
"official launch” of Street Fighter 2 on Mega Drive 
and STILL nobody has even seen the bloody game. 
Sega say their Champion Edition cart is due for 

release on March 1. We reckon that ought to be 
April 1, because it looks like they’re making fools of 
everyone. 
Come on Sega, where is the damned thing? 
One anonymous caller told Mega Guide he had 

seen a copy wrapped up with his kebab in Peckham 
High Street but he’s LYING. 
Buzz quiz: Does the abominable snowman exist 

and if so does he have a copy of the game? 

FEAR not if you’re a puny little Final Fight fan with a wimpy NES. 
The game is coming to your machine, and it’s a bigger challenge than 

the 16-bit original. 
Mighty Final Fight from Capcom will be hitting the little 

Nintendo soon. jSr 
The aim of the game is the same as its big brother, but 

the graphics are cuter and the play area is massive. tygiSfwW* 
Some of the moves you can pull off look a bit of a treat, ’ * 

too so more news as soon as. " 

acters from the films 
some point. 

-w \ 

‘ - ^ 

\ 

evil mitts on the lovely Princess 

You start the game as Luke and to 
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JUMP JET IS BEST 
SIM YET 

AV-8B HARRIER ASSAULT, PC 
By Air Ace ANTHONY GRIFFITH 

USS Tarawa: Battle stations! Close the canopy on 
your Harrier fighter and head off in search of the 
foe. Twenty miles from the ship, your radar picks 
up two F-5 Tiger’s of the Indonesian Air Force. 
Bank to the right and fly at the targets. What 
happens next is totally up to you... 

AV-8B is a flight sim with a huge difference, it's 
based on the British Harrier jump jet. 

Capable of vertical take off and landing, flying 
backwards and hovering, you have to relearn all 
the basic rules to fly the harrier. 
Unlike any other flight sim, AV-8B asks you to also 

play the role of a task force commander. Take 
charge of the Tarawa, five other landing ships, a 
Kidd class destroyer, three Perry class frigates, 
Harriers, tanks, helicopters and marines. You can 
play without ever getting in a plane. 

It is designed for anything from 10 minutes fun to 
months of brain drain. Graphics take off and sound 
is sound, if you have a card. By Domark, £39.99. 

Flight of fancy.. in your Harrier jump jet 

IN 1975 Indonesian troops stormed the 
island of Timor in southeast Asia. 
Despite a wad of UN directives ordering 

them out they are still there. 
In 1992, Portugal asked President Bush to 

apply pressure to Indonesia but because it 
was election year, he declined. 

Now it’s up to you to succeed 
_ where he failed. The outcome of the 
^ game is either what could have 

happened, or what may happen. So 
show a little more grit than Bush... 

a yet packed with powerful features 
’*- a tutorial program to take you 

I and banging 
took me 

al weeks just 

Task force... line up your jet squad 

DUDE 
SAYS 
Flight sims are 
what the PC does 
best and they've 
just got better. 

OK BY ME 

By Garfield Lucas, BA (and six O-levels) 
MICROSOFT claim their new Money Manager takes away the hassle of 
personal bookkeeping with a program that is cheap, easy to use, 
powerful and fun. 
in these days of recession, I find doing my books a deeply 

depressing exercise so I jumped at the chance of checking out a 
really user-friendly accounts manager. 
On installing this Windows-based program into my 

gobsmacked. It’s----- 
It is blissf 

screen help is' ext 
through the basics. 

Taking the floppies 
month’s worth of 
exactly 48mins. 
With most account 

to understand tltti 
The built-in loan calculator is really clever. Suppose you plan to 

borrow some money - simply key in the amount you want, frequenc 
of payments and the current interest rates. Hit the button and Mo-' 
Manager will tell you how much your payments will be. 
Or, tell it how much you can afford to pay and it will tell you 

much you can borrow. 
Another nice feature is that the screen is similar to 

statement, so checking for errors is a piece of cake. 
The bit that will appeal to anyone who has been frustrated by other 

accounts efforts is that Money Manager lets you put right mistakes 
long after you've entered the data. 
Most programs simply lock you out - forcing you to enter separate 

error transactions to correct mistakes. 
This is a real pain if, like me, you end up doing your books at the end 
of a busy working week. 

I believe Money Manager’s free and easy style of data entry makes it 
a very serious small business tool. The downside is that Money 
Manager is only aimed at private individuals or small firms employing 
just two or three people. 
This is a pity because small businesses hoping to become large ones 
might shy away. 
BORE DUDE SAYS: Money Manager is excellent value, retailing at 

£49, but still shop around for a real bargain. 

S6e 'd dock! 74e cwvdd'ti jinct decut teviewen 
f WHAT a wonderful game Hook is. 

There’s so little going on I can 
finish all my knitting while playing 
and still find time for my afternoon 
nap. As for challenge, it’s harder 
to turn the machine on than it is to 
actually play, which is fabulous if 

your joints are a little bit 
[ creaky and you have trouble 
X hearing without your 
’3 batteries in. 

% \ I would recommend Hook to 
anyone. Peter Pan is a 
charming tale, far better 
than all this rough stuff that 
the children seem to like 
these days. 

Search is on... but there's not much to find 

Swim for it.. .Peter Pan goes overboard 

HOOK BACK 
IN ANGER! 

HOOK, SUPER NINTENDO 
By BEASTLY TIM BOONE 

ARE you stupid? Really stupid? The sort of person who 
blows £3.50 to watch a load of rubbish and then more 
than TEN TIMES that much to play the game. 

Hook is the one for you. When Robin Williams runs 
around in green tights you know you’ve got trouble, but 
there’s not even any of that in the game. (Auntie's note: 
Robin is very sensible to wrap up warm in tights) 

Peter Pan, for it is he, darts about looking for things to 
do in this utterly boring waste of space. 
There’s so little going on you’ll think the world has come 
to a stop until you finally nod off. (Auntie's note: That's 
true, I had a nice nap while playing.) 

Hook does sport some nice cute graphics and initially 
looks good but after two minutes of this ultra sad game 
you’d rather watch a blank screen. 

There’s only one hook you’ll be looking for - the one to 
hang the noose from and put the program out of its 
misery. Hook? This should have been called Crook. 
That’s what you’ll think of whoever sold it to you. 
Only a complete idiot would buy it. By Ocean, out soon. 
(Auntie's note: I bought it) 

Here we Faldo... Nol for putting 

Above par 
Nick Faldo’s Championship Golf, Amiga 

By Ben Hooper 
IT IS hard to see how this cracking golf sim could be 
made more realistic. 
Nick offers coaching tips on driving and putting and 

his caddie Fanny chips in with advice. 
The game uses revolutionary 3D graphics from 
Reality 3TM which smooth backgrounds, allowing 
sprites to move more realistically . 
And ball dynamics are spot on. 
There are two tough courses on which to test your 
skills against a pal or the computer. 
One annoying feature is the 15 minute search after 
you slice or hook into the wilderness! 
This sim doesn’t have the depth of Micropose (no 
extra camera angles or handicap scores) and driving 
is very hard to master. 
But it scores high on playability and putting is the 
best yet on the Amiga. By Grandslam, £25.99 

WIN FALDO GAMES 
WOWWEE! We have 
CLUBBED together 
with GRANDSLAM 
and Pringle Scotland 
to bring you bags of 
super golfing prizes 
in another super 
contest. 

First prize is a copy 
of Nick Faldo's 
Championship Golf 
for the Amiga and a 
very smart Pringle of 
Scotland jumper for 
you to wear while 
you're playing. 
Two runners-up will 

get a T-shirt from the 
Pringle Nick Faldo 
Collection and the 
game. 
Another 25 runners- 

up get a game. 
Just tell us the name 
of Nick Faldo's 
caddie. 

Send your answer 
to FALDO CONTEST, 
The Sun, 1 Virginia 
Street, LONDON El - 
9XP by Saturday 
February 13. Winners 
will be picked at 
random. 
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